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Power outages caused by
‘unusual’ circumstances
By Laureen Sweeney
A combination of “exceptional” circumstances combined to cause a series of onoff power outages in Westmount’s west
end over more than five days last week, according to Hydro Westmount officials.
A total of 455 households and businesses were affected on escalating frequency between December 29 and January
6.
Water from a freeze-thaw cycle infiltrated the joints of the two aging underground circuits that feed the area bounded
by Sherbrooke, Claremont, Côte St. Antoine and Roslyn – and even as far east as
Arlington, Hydro Westmount Benoit Hurtubise said.
This put the two main circuits out of
service, shifting the entire load onto the
one back-up circuit, which began over-

loading in a domino effect as people returned home after the weekend and holiday period and a deep freeze set in, increasing demand to a level greater than
the back-up’s capacity.
This is when Hydro Westmount began
load shedding, causing rotating blackouts
during peak consumption times.
“It was an unfortunate set of circumstances,” Hurtubise said. “Usually at this
time of year, everything is frozen solid.”
One of the two main circuits feeding
the sector goes up Prince Albert from
Sherbrooke to the Côte Rd. The source of
its failure was found in a manhole at
Chesterfield, where the destroyed joint had
to be replaced before power could be restored to this line Wednesday evening, January 6.
Once it was operating continued on p. 3

Dickie Moore
remembered at
Mountainside

Photo: Ralph Thompson

On a cold and blustery mid-day December 28, a large group of people gathered outside Mountainside
United Church. They were among reporters, photographers and fans awaiting the funeral procession
of the late Dickie Moore, a famous hockey player with the Habs during the ’50s and early ’60s. Hank
Gigandet stands with a “Canadian Duality Flag” embellished with Moore’s number 12.
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New bike path cleaning to
be tweaked, Raggo says
By Laureen Sweeney
The city’s use of a dedicated contractor
to clear snow from the bike path on de
Maisonneuve this winter encountered its
first test during the 40-cm snow fall December 29. Both Public Works officials and
cycling representatives said it required
some tweaking.

January 12, 2016

These include adjustments to the equipment used on the bike path, speaking to
homeowners whose snow was dumped
onto the route and finding out why the
portion from Victoria to Claremont remained covered with snow banks, said
Public Works director Patrick Raggo.
“The trial itself is a work
in progress, and the continued on p. 8
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Open House Saturday 12-5pm

Icône Condominiums – 1155 rue de la Montagne
Ville-Marie (Downtown) Starting from $209,076+GST/QST
Sales office located at 1231 rue de la Montagne.

B.514.934.1818 C.514.912.1482
baudinet@royallepage.ca

www.baudinet.ca

Also open Monday to Friday 11 to 6 pm

Your local property expert with the global network.
Competence, exclusivity, and passion.
With an emphasis on personal service that is unparalleled, an incomparable local market
knowledge, and a truly global reach, your property will be sold in no time. The right buyers are
out there. Let me personally bring them to you.
Stacy Bouchard-Burns
Real Estate Broker and Advisor
stacy.bouchard-burns@evcanada.com
1359-1 Av. Greene, Westmount, QC, H3Z 2A5
www.stacybouchard-burns.evcanada.com
Phone +1-514-918-5301
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Dog bites man’s leg,
walker ticketted
A man was bitten on the leg by a dog December 25 while he was walking with his
mother near Sunnyside and Gordon
Cresc., Public Security officials said. He
flagged down a patroller at 1:57 pm to report what had happened, saying he would
be going to the hospital to have the leg
checked out. He was given alcohol wipes to
clean two puncture marks.
Officers then proceeded to the home of
the dog, verified its medical papers and issued a $76 ticket to the woman who had
been walking it, a member of the family
who had been visiting from Etobicoke.
The incident had occurred as the
woman, two dogs and a boy passed the
man. He reportedly put his hand down to
let one of the dogs sniff it when the German shepherd mix bit his leg. The victim
was a 28-year-old living on Circle Rd.– LS

Comin’ Up
Thursday, January 21
Westmount Historical Association’s
“The Beaver Hall Group: Some Westmount Links” with Elena Kruger, 7 to 9 pm
at the Westmount Public Library. Free to
members; $5 non-members.

Trio gets $369 tickets One as low as 7 cents, another over $9,500
for booze in car
Two men and a woman each received
tickets for $369 December 26 for possessing opened containers of alcohol in a
parked car on Melville Ave., Public Security
officials said. The tickets were issued under the Highway Safety Code by police,
who were called to the scene by public
safety officers.
The driver, a Laval man, was reported to
have passed a test for possible alcohol consumption and was not charged. He was,
however, given a second ticket for $116 by
Public Security for parking across a driveway.
The incident came to light at 9:48 pm
when a resident complained that three
people in a car were consuming alcohol
and had offered some to his daughter, a
minor.
On arrival, public safety officers located
the car which had been moved further
along the street toward Sherbrooke. They
noticed an open bottle of whiskey as well
as beer, and reported seeing all drinking.
They asked the driver to turn off the engine and called police.
A man in the back seat admitted to having offered a drink to the young girl, said
it was “a joke” and was reported to have
found it to be quite amusing.
– LS
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City writes off $133K in bad
debts for hydro consumption
By Laureen Sweeney
Winding up accounts for the year end,
city council December 7 agreed to write off
$113,557 in “non-recoverable” Hydro Westmount accounts, including bankruptcies
from 2012 to 2015 and other non-collectibles related only to 2012.
The amount was more than double the
historically typical amount written off.
City couldn’t transfer some to
new billing system
“This was unusual,” said Finance commissioner Victor Drury. This is because
the city was unable to transfer the portion
related to bankruptcies to Hydro Westmount’s new billing system launched in
September (see story September 29, 2015,
p. 3).
“We hope to go back to normal next year,
which is about $50,000,” he said.
The amount written off this time involved a total of 231 accounts: 15 related to

bankruptcies representing $31,639. The
others, relating only to 2012 totalled
$81,918.
In many cases, the latter group involves
people who moved away – often disappearing tenants – leaving behind such
small amounts the city does not pursue
them through a collection agency. At least
one $25 debt related to a known deceased
person.
The majority bore apartment addresses
with delinquent accounts as low as $0.07
and $0.20, though one had chalked up
$1,460. The highest was $9,545 attributed
to a bar and restaurant.
Even in cases where some businesses
such as franchise operations are recognized as still operating, they could be doing so under certain circumstances, making the amounts uncollectible, according
to Mayor Peter Trent.
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Outages hit west-end during holidays
cont’d. from p. 1
again, the reserve circuit was able to stand
in for the other failed circuit running along
Sherbrooke. Repairs to its wet joint were
expected to be completed in a manhole
between Lansdowne and Roslyn by Friday
evening, January 8, Hurtubise said.
During the outages and load shedding,
efforts were made to maintain power as
long as possible to the Westmount Medical
Building on Sherbrooke at the west city
limits, he said.
CodeRED messages to provide updates
to residents were launched January 5 and
6. Notices were also hand-delivered to the
455 affected clients on January 6. “There
were lessons learned in the need to communicate earlier,” Hurtubise said.
Due for replacement
Interestingly, the Prince Albert line is
the one scheduled for replacement this
summer during the second step of that
road reconstruction project. New manholes and conduit pipes for the higher capacity cable were laid as part of the first
step.
A second reserve circuit will also be laid
to redistribute the load that had had to
borne by the existing one last week. “This
means a similar situation is unlikely to
happen in the future,” Hurtubise said.

How the outages evolved
Tuesday, December 29: This first outage was considered the start of the larger
problem. From 7:45 pm to 10 pm, it affected 281 clients scattered in the area between Sherbrooke, Arlington, The Boulevard and the west city limits. They were
shifted onto the reserve circuit.
Saturday, January 2: The second circuit,
affecting 210 clients, also went down (9
pm to 11:30 pm) in the “quadrant” between Sherbrooke, Claremont, Côte St.
Antoine and Roslyn, shifting that area
onto the back-up (reserve) circuit as well.
Sunday, January 3: Once people began
returning from the weekend, the reserve
circuit tripped, leaving everyone without
power from 5:55 pm to 10 pm. Once the
peak-use period was over, Hydro Westmount began gradually reconnecting
households back to the reserve circuit.

Monday, January 4: As temperatures
plunged, the same pattern was repeated.
This time, load shedding was implemented between “suppertime until midnight.”
Tuesday, January 5: Load shedding was
undertaken from 6:45 am to 10 am and 3
pm to 12:35 am, and CodeRED alerts were
begun.
Wednesday, January 6: CodeRED alerts
continued but with temperatures rising,
the load on the reserve circuit decreased.
Notices to 455 affected residents were
hand delivered as some load shedding
took place.
When repairs to the Prince Albert Ave.
circuit were complete at 7 pm, all customers were reported to have been connected to either that circuit or the reserve
one.

“We were extremely unlucky this time,”
he said. “One of our engineers who has
been here a long time said he had never
seen two failures at the same time on adjacent circuits that affect the same district.
I apologize to all our clients who were in-

convenienced.”
Hydro Westmount is slated to spend
$2.7 million on capital upgrades in 2016.
Mayor Peter Trent said this is 2.5 times the
average yearly spending in the 2000s.

Car smacks into
snow bank at 5 am

Winter Session 2016
Winning vocal coach for this
year’s Just For Kids Foundation
Glee Competition
piano, voice,
preparation for McGill
Conservatory Examinations,
Music for Tots
www.thepintsizedpianist.com
514 561 9321

LUXURY HOMES

A Public Security patroller spotted a
Mini Cooper that had smashed into a pile
of snow on the westbound side of Sherbrooke west of Clarke about 5 am on January 1.
Department officials said the driver of a
Honda who had witnessed the accident
stated he had found him slumped over the
steering wheel.
On the officer’s arrival, the driver of
Cooper “emerged” from car. He was described as “clearly intoxicated.”
Police were called and the matter turned
over to them. No charges were laid against
the man, a resident of Montreal. No other
details were recorded.
– LS
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Comin’ Up
Monday, January 18
The Women’s Canadian Club of Montreal’s “Fairy Tales: Once Upon a Time...,”
with Barbara Karasek, 12:30 pm at Unitarian Church, 5035 de Maisonneuve. Members: free; $10 for public. Info:
514.932.4005.

View all our homes at

GROUP
PECOPLEY.COM
QUESTIO
ONS? ASK PENNY
INFO@GROUPECOPLEY.C
COM OR
514.656.6437 ext.0

Serving executives, athletes,
and professionals since 1998
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Letters to the Editor
New Sports & Rec.
rates ‘ballsy’

PSO ‘angel’ appeared
on a snowy night

Regarding “Rates up 63% for Sports &
Rec card, and other hikes,” (November 17,
p. 1), wow! A 63-percent hike. Now that’s
ballsy.
I wonder what you’d do if your cell
phone provider raised your rate that
much? Or your landscaper? Cable? Anyone
providing a service for a fee?
I bet you’d cancel the contract and use
some pretty colourful words to do it.
I sure hope we remember these numerous fee hikes and incessant property tax increases – all despite huge surpluses and
the mayor’s admission that the city is “taxing too much to run the city” (“City posts
12M surplus,” June 23, p. 1) – when the
next municipal elections come around.
On that day, I hope Westmount elects
new officials who will work as hard to reduce the tax burden on its citizens as the
current council does coming up with new
expenses (the list keeps growing), spending money like it was going out of style and
finding ways to gouge its citizens.
Thomas LaPierre, Chesterfield Ave.

On December 29, with the first big snow
storm, my daughter arrived from Europe
after some delay. Because of the storm,
we asked her to take a taxi, but it could not
make it up to Lexington Ave. and had to
stop at Sunnyside. The driver wanted to
drop our daughter on the street. My daughter did not have enough Canadian currency to pay the taxi and no strength to
walk up the mountain with her heavy luggage. By wonder, an angel passed at this
moment: Westmount Public Security.
They drove my daughter home; we gave
money to the Public Safety Officer in order
to pay the taxi. Everything went well for
everybody at the end.
Thanks a lot to the female safety officer.
Happy new year. We are lucky to live in
Westmount.
Rosemarie Namy, Lexington Ave.

Love social dancing –
how about you?
I am sending you a photo (see at right)
taken from our social dance class Decem-
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Students of social dance gather at Victoria Hall December 10. From left, front row: Clement Lam;
middle row: Jerry and Mary Miller, Susan Hoffmann, Lily Lam, Nealy Dara, Betty Toye, Moo Ching
Ho and Barbara-Anne Howard; back row: Chan Dara, Bogdan Giembicki, Patricia Chang, David De
Santis, Ken Yoye and Evi Ho. Classes are held Thursday afternoons from 2 to 3:30 pm in the concert
hall of Victoria Hall.
Photo courtesy of Victoria Hall

ber 10 at Victoria Hall with Bogdan Giembicki as the instructor. Someone in the
class mentioned that they never had their
15 minutes of fame and would be honoured if the Independent would publish the
photo, so here it is!
Thanks also to Claude Danis, program
and community services coordinator with
the Sports and Recreation department for
her great organizational skills. (PS: It is not
too late to register for classes. They start
Thursday, January 14.)
Patricia Chang, Ville Marie

Shuddering at thought
of more signage
With reference to the recent correspondence on hill parking (“Questioning instructions on hill parking,” December 16,
p. 6), for goodness’ sake, no more signs,
please!
Every available post is already festooned
with parking signs of all description, some
barely comprehendible and often contradictory. None other than the mayor of
Montreal, Denis Coderre, is acutely aware
of this out-of-control situation (see the article on p.A3 of the Gazette, December 17).
A complete change in the approach to
parking is being undertaken for Montreal.
A better way to enforce the hill parking
regulation would be to give first offenders
warning tickets in which the regulation is

explained. This I believe would satisfy any
legal rule that parking regulations need to
be brought to the specific attention of the
public in order to be enforceable, without
adding to signage pollution.
Westmount By-law 726, section 58, by
the way, contains a lot of other instructions on hill parking, for example, use of
the handbrake, putting the car in gear or
“park,” etc.
If we are going to have more signs, to be
consistent, shouldn’t all this stuff be included as well? I shudder.
Robert Cowling, Parkman Pl.

Thank You, Knuttal
What refreshing and pleasant surprise to
read the December 16 letter to the editor
from Skip Knuttal (“Message from Knuttal,” p. 6). It certainly was a departure from
the regular sniping and complaining about
the decisions made by the duly elected
Mayor Peter Trent and city council, and the
those employed by the city of Westmount.
Keep the letters coming, Skip.
Kenneth Berg, Edmonton, Alberta

Comin’ Up
Tuesday, January 19
City workshop on SE development, 7 pm at
Centre Greene. RSVP: 514.989.5278 or
southeast@westmount.org.
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T
THANK
YOU
FOR A REMARKABLY MOVING 2015
SOLD neil & susan, after a spectacular search, secure something swanky overlooking the city SOLD john & sheila manage their move having made many memories on
melbourne SOLD with boxes in the bo
oot, eric & kathleen gallop out of grosvenor and beat it to boston before the bad weather SOLD robert trades in his rural retreat in
st.lazare for a really rockin’ urban resid
dence SOLD mr. morgan makes a move out of his magnificent maisonette on the mountain SOLD erik, sarah & chloe get kicked out
of kensington when their parents captture a cool casa with a killer view SOLD after cleaning house like crazy, zoe, nick & cleo the cat can finally cut loose until it’s time
to relocate SOLD orit, emmy & macey do a dance out of dollard and dash downtown SOLD determined to downsize, lovely louise anne along with connor leave their
lovely lodging SOLD alex & michel, wa
anting adventure, give into their wanderlust wishes SOLD the lionhearted lustigs & their parade of pets leave their lovely lodgings
on murray hill SOLD the bennets bid bye-bye to their beautiful church hill abode to buy in a big beautiful building SOLD the magnificent mckennas cut the cord from
quebec to trot off to toronto SOLD an
nne & dan depart their digs on duvernay and dive into something gorgeous on grey SOLD with aspirations for the alps, marvellous
margaret makes her move out of manoir belmont SOLD likeable larry leases his reliable redpath rental lickety-split SOLD the kaplows, really cool cats, fly the coop from
cote st. antoine into a captivating con
ndo SOLD opting out of ottawa, costa & their cuties capture a delightful dwelling on douglas SOLD the palgovas are tickled pink
when their pleasing place promptly prroduces purchasers SOLD big-hearted benefactors help buy something beautiful for their beloved babysitter SOLD pleasant peter
sells his exquisite casita on caledonia to blessed buyers from barbados SOLD les vandals sont victorieux et vendent quelque chose de merveilleux sur montrose SOLD
the search is finally finished when a fun
n family of fourr, tired of hotel living, find something fantastic SOLD dr. rowen, determined to relocate, recognizes a real opportunity
and purchases the perfect pad SOLD a regal residence on rosemount is sold, and the perfectly pleasant papiches pack up without panic SOLD the pascal/lessards pack
up their pads
p
and pile into something pala
p tial SOLD louise, tired of tackling traffic, sells in the suburbs and picks up a trendy griffintown townhouse SOLD the gallant/
garciès, done with their cocoon on cla
arke decide to get up and go SOLD george & leslie luck out with a long term lease to a dependable diplomat SOLD the merry moffards, lon
nging for a life near lachute, ab
bandon their argyle abode SOLD the cundill//g
gruodis clan are very content to continue their calling in costa rica SOLD the dawsons
decide to depart but not to divest of their
t
delightful dwelling just yet SOLD despite being dearly missed, the delightful dennis family, decide to skeddadle to the ski hills
SOLD th
he boisterous bukhmans, busting at the seams, say a bittersweet bye bye to holton and buy something bodaciously bigger SOLD the glamorous galassos decide
to deparrt their digs and commit hard to capture a condo SOLD the massively motivated morins manage meeting after meeting and move somewhere magnifique on
montrosse SOLD super smart sylvie an
nd disciplined david stick with their system and are super successful SOLD david & pam, a dynamic duo, pull out the punches and
pick a su
uperior pad on st. paul SOLD richard, planning his proposal, puts pieces of the puzzle in place for a pleasurable transplant for his pretty partner SOLD amber &
ben mak
ke a marvellous move to the m
meridian SOLD vee is victorious and nabs a cool condo on kingsley SOLD precious patrick’s loft in lachine lands a lovely lady SOLD
the mon
ntpetits break out of beaconsfield and move to the perfect place on prospect SOLD lovely linda deserts ddo for dreamy downtown domicile SOLD staying put
in the citty, stephanie switches her sherbrooke street flat for the love of a lofty lachine lair SOLD liane & jim, back from new jersey, jump for joy when they buy a real gem
SOLD th
he marandas, nearly ready for retirement, buy a brand new beauty by the lake SOLD the groovy gilmours & their hot diggity dogs decide it’s time to get going
SOLD th
he goldins, tired of tackling traffic, grab something gorgeous and get the kids closer to st. george’s SOLD the maillette/fradets find something fantastic
t for their
soon to be family of five SOLD ruperts & their boisterous bunch buy a beauty on belmont SOLD oh my, the raymonds got missed on our list, not once but ttwice…how
could th
his happen to people so nice? SPECIAL THANKS to my buyers whose perfect pad has yet to be picked, to my sellers whose homes are still to be SOLD
OLD, to my
classy colleagues
o
who offer consistent capable collaboration, and a big welcome to jen who joined our group AND finally to elizabeth, macy & stephanie for be
eing, every
yearr, the
e team that tames every tangle I CONGRA
AT
TULA
ATIONS
T
to all my kind clients & THANK YOU AGAIN for your continued confidence!

Top Performing W
Wes
estmount Broker

*

2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 & 2014

christina miller 514.934.2480
certified real estate broker
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Bike path cont’d. from p. 1
model needs to be tweaked,” he explained.
“But the contractor worked out well.”
“The city deserves a big ‘A’ for effort,”
said Dan Lambert, president of the Association of Pedestrians and Cyclists of Westmount. “The new contractor moved
quickly, but it did not translate into what
we were looking for.”
This was to create an unimpeded route
between Montreal West and downtown,
which did not occur for some five days because of the delay in removing snow west
of Victoria, Lambert said.
It was only two winters ago, however,

Ruth Stalker Antiques
Buying and Selling Antiques since 1970
4447 Ste. Catherine West
Westmount, Quebec • H3Z 1R5

(514) 931-0822
alison.stalker@bellnet.ca

Westmount an address
of Prestige & Distinction.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Luxurious renovated rental suites
Breathtaking views • 3 appliances included
Heating, hot water and a/c included
24 hour doorman • Valet parking
Fitness & social room
Walking distance to Greene & the new MUHC

Come experience Le 4300,
visit us now – (438) 968-2412
4300demaisonneuve.com

that he and the Westmount group gave
the city a failing grade for winter maintenance (see story April 15, 2014, p. 4).
Lambert said members of cycling associations in Westmount as well as the Montreal boroughs of NDG and Ville Marie
have been monitoring the condition of the
three sections of the commuter route and
relaying their findings daily to the appropriate municipal officials.
What happened west of Victoria?
“I have to follow up with the contractor
and find out what happened west of Victoria,” Raggo said. “I don’t understand why
it wasn’t done to the same level as the rest.”
Raggo said he and Public Security director Greg McBain had met before the
winter with private contractors to tell them
it was unacceptable to dump snow on the
sidewalk or bike path. They were provided
with solutions which, in general, were to
use the north side of the street.
Lines of communication were also established with the owners of large buildings along the route as well as their contractors.
This paid off, he said. In one case, a
“hiccup” outside Alexis Nihon Plaza was
quickly fixed. This had been a problem
area other winters, Lambert noted.
Somewhat ironically, Raggo said, most
of the bike path was so clean that cars were
actually migrating onto it rather than driving on the street. Bollards are typically removed in the late fall.
City-wide results
Throughout the city, the size of the
snowfall, followed by another of 5 to 10 cm,
provided a challenge, Raggo said. But from
a safety perspective, the timing – after holiday shopping and while schools were still
closed – made the work less stressful for
vehicle operators.
One innovation this winter was to remove snow from both sides of St. Catherine St. at the beginning of the operation
rather than only one, Raggo said. “This
worked out well because it diverted traffic

The bike path was “well cleaned” near Alexis
Nihon on January 1, according Dan Lambert.

The bike path covered with a pile of snow just west
of Victoria on January 1.

Snow from private property was pushed onto the
bike path after it had been cleaned January 4.

away from the secondary streets onto both
Sherbrooke and St. Catherine.”
The overall operation “went well,” he
said. While snow loading and disposal was
interrupted by a mandatory New Year’s
break, “By Monday [January 4], we had
loaded the entire city.”

QUEBEC CLASSIFIEDS
one you are reading right now! One phone call $40,000 from the Canadian Government. Toll-free
does it all! Call Marnie at QCNA 514-697-6330. 1-888-511-2250 or www.canadabeneﬁt.ca/freeABRACADABRA turn your hidden treasures into Visit: www.qcna.org.
assessment.
ready cash. International buyer wants to purchase your antiques, paintings, china, crystal, SAWMILLS from only $4,397. – MAKE MONEY &
gold, silverware, jewellery, rare books, sports, SAVE MONEY with your own bandmill – cut lumVacation/Travel
movies, postcards, coins, stamps, records. 514- ber any dimension. In stock ready to ship. Free
501-9072.
info & DVD: www.NorwoodSawmills.com/400OT. SEE POLAR BEARS, Walrus and Whales on our
1-800-566-6899 ext:400OT.
Arctic Explorer Voyage next summer. SAVE 15%
For Sale
Health
with our winter sale for a limited time. CALL
QCNA (Quebec Community Newspapers Association) can place your classiﬁed ad into 21 weekly CANADA BENEFIT GROUP – Do you or someone TOLL-FREE: 1-800-363-7566 or visit: www.advenpapers throughout Quebec – papers just like the you know suﬀer from a disability? Get up to turecanada.com. (TICO#04001400).
Antiques
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Church’s Friday night
‘Climate Café’ kicks off
By Joanne Penhale
Westmount Park United Church held
its first Climate Café – an evening of short
films, live music and mingling. It took
place December 11.
“We’re here because we are concerned
for nature,” said the church’s minister Neil
Whitehouse, adding friendships could be
forged during the evening based on shared
concerns for nature. The event was also
billed as a celebration of the recent COP 21
talks in Paris.
Whitehouse introduced several short online videos that were projected during the
evening to the some 30 people who attended. The first video, produced at the
University of Victoria in British Columbia,
outlined how greenhouse gases changes
the climate and recommended how people
can reduce their emissions, including buying local products and taking “staycations.”

Other videos included a recent skit from
This Hour has 22 Minutes, featuring actors
playing Environment minister Catherine
McKenna, Green Party leader Elizabeth
May and David Suzuki, as well as videos
featuring honeybees and blooming orchids, each with instrumental soundtracks.
Westmounter Wenbo Zhang attended
the climate café with her 10-year-old
daughter after seeing advertisements
posted near the church.
“I want to make new friends in this community,” Zhang told the Independent. In
July, she immigrated to Canada with her
family from Beijing. “The environment in
China is seriously polluted, and this needs
to change,” she said, adding people need to
live more economically and use less energy.
The film screenings were interspersed
with performances by
three solo musicians: for- continued on p. 11

A Montessori-Based Center
for Early Childhood Development

Le Petit
Orchard
ORCHARD HOUSE’S SIGNATURE
NURSERY PROGRAM

The first step to a positive
preschool experience
Our Nursery program promotes exploration
and play through a variety of specific
sensory, language and movement activities.

An important foundation to
successful learning

About 30 guests attended the December 11 event, part of the Faith in Nature series initiated by minister
Neil Whitehouse.

WESTMOUNT Open House Sat. & Sun. 2-4 pm

Our Nursery environment provides
opportunities to develop a strong bond
with a trusting caregiver so as to feel safe,
comforted and cared for.

A home-away-from-home for
parents returning back to work
With experienced, CPR-trained caregivers
and a full-time pediatric nurse on staff, your
child will be in most capable hands at Le
Petit Orchard.

Le Petit Orchard
Where Little Minds Grow!
Fabulous upgraded 2015 luxury 1250 sq. ft. ground floor condo with
private garden, 2brs 2bths, 10'4 ceilings, pool & gym, 24h doorman.
Steps to Greene Ave. Immediate occupancy Centris #13389016

joycefaughnan@remax.net – 514-865-9766
Chartered Real Estate Broker RE/MAX action Inc. Westmount

• Purpose-Built Nursery
• Displacement Ventilation for
Ideal Indoor Environmental Quality
• Geothermal Heating and Cooling - Radiant Floors
• State-of-the-Art Security System

orchard-house.ca
MONTRÉAL 4176, Grand Boulevard / 514 483-6556
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Art-full evening raises funds for CHW
Social Notes
from Westmount
and Beyond
Veronica Redgrave
On October 13, the Montreal Center of
Canadian Hadassah WIZO (CHW) hosted
its annual art auction “For the Love of Art”
held at Galerie Le Royer. CHW Montreal
has hosted a charity art auction since 1956.
Its president, Westmounter Sheila
Nemtin Levine, welcomed guests to the
silent and live auctions, along with auctioneer Neil Horowitz.
Noted arriving were Westmounters
Francine and Robert Wiseman, Carrie Mazoff and Alyssa Yufe, as well as Sonia and
Greg Mitelman, Frema and Mark Routtenberg, Lucy and Stewart Shapiro and the
Bissell family – Eric, Marc and Naomi.
Other notable guests were Susan and
Joseph Balinsky, Jessica and Ronald Balinsky, Wendy and Rob Gold, Marla and
Robert Hirscheimer, Tamar (mother) and
daughter Renee Gordon, Melissa Singer
and Leesa Steinberg.

Sheila Nemtin Levine, left, and Neil Horowitz.
From left, front row: Jacquie Young, Sigal Weizmann, Norma Bassal, Sarah Hutman, Marcy Segall
and Alana Shiveck; back row: Lianne Routtenberg, Cara Itzkovitz, Alanna Elias, Marla GoodwinZipper and Sheila Nemtin-Levine.

WOOD
RESTORATION
ON-SITE SERVICE
•Touch-ups and Repairs
•Polishing and Staining
•Kitchen Cabinets
•Fine Furniture
•Woodwork
HENRY CORNBLIT, professional craftsman
FREE ESTIMATE 514.369.0295
www.woodﬁnishingmontreal.com

Norma Bassal, Marcy and Mark Segall,
Alana and Stuart Shiveck, Lianne and
Michael Routtenberg, Cara and George
Itzkovitz, and Marla and Rick Zipper.
The well-attended event raised over
$65,000 for CHW projects.
For almost 100 years, CHW – a women’s
volunteer organization – has been dedicated to the support of children, healthcare
and women in Israel and Canada. Projects they have funded in Montreal include
LOVE Quebec, the Montreal Children’s
Hospital, the Missing Children’s Network
and women’s shelters.

Eric Bissell, left, and Mark Routtenberg.

ESTATE & MOVING SALES
Vente de succession et déménagement

514 236-4159

info@rondably.com | www.rondably.com

RONDA
BLY
B.COM.,M.ED., CPPA

Francine and Robert Wiseman.

Committee members included event coordinator Sarah Hutman (there with husband Gary Hutman), Jacquie Young, Sigal
and Allan Weizmann, Alison Miller,

University Women’s Club of Montreal
Wednesday, January 20th at 6pm in the
Atwater Club, 3505 Avenue Atwater
Richard Shoemaker, Professor in Physics and Astrophysics, will speak about solar
and lunar eclipses, how they are caused, how to view safely, and why some types
are common while others are quite rare. He will also speak about the great American
eclipse of 2017 and reveal a treat for Montreal in 2024.
Dinner $31.04 (members), $50 (non-members; glass of wine incl).
Reservations required by January 14th. Newcomers welcome.

For reservations or information 514 934-1362 or email uwcm@uwcm.com

Carrie Mazoff, left, and Alyssa Yufe.
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On the fifth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me...

Left: The grass is green around city hall on Christmas Day 2015 around 11 am. The scene was more like a tranquil setting in the English countryside than a typical Canadian winter day. Right: Four days later
on December 29, the city saw its first major snow fall, record-setting for the date at about 40 cm of snow.
Photos: Ralph Thompson

Climate café cont’d. from p. 9
mer Study student Juliana Just Costa, a
well as Jason Allman and David Hernon.
Westmounter Susan Grundy was in attendance. She had led a campaign to have
the city of Westmount sign onto the Blue
Dot Movement – a David Suzuki Foundation initiative declaring citizens’ rights to a
healthy environment. The city approved
that resolution in March of this year. (See
story March 10, 2015, p. 4.)
Grundy also attended a Westmount Park
United Church roundtable discussion in
early November that brought together

Comin’ Up
Friday, January 23
Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom’s first
“coffeehouse,” 7:30 pm, featuring singersongwriters at Shaika Café, 5526 Sherbrooke St. Suggested donation: $10.

Montrealers who work on environmental
issues. That meeting, as well as the café
night and other initiatives, are part of the
church’s Faith in Nature programming,
initiated by Whitehouse.
“He wants to redefine this church,”
Grundy said, adding she loves the concept.
“I believe environmental groups should
work together.”
Church administrator Shelagh McNally,
a former environmental reporter, helped
organize the event and told the Independent, “It can be really overwhelming when
you see the big picture … almost paralyzing,” McNally said, noting Earth’s rising
sea levels, species extinction and food
shortages. The recent COP 21 talks and
other political developments have helped
people feel more optimistic, McNally said,
adding that focusing on local initiatives is
empowering.

PSO helps distressed
woman in early hours
of New Year’s day
A Public Security patroller who had
parked on Sherbrooke near Victoria to
complete a report of a previous incident
was approached for help by a woman at
2:30 am on January 1. Department officials said she appeared to have been crying
and was described as “agitated.” It turned
out she was unable to gain entry to her
boyfriend’s home on Abbott. The officer
helped her contact him by phone, and
arrangements were made for her to get inside.
“This shows the value of our officers being able to park visibly while preparing
their reports on our new Toughpads,” said
Public Security director Greg McBain (see
story November 17, p. 4).
– LS

SONOS
WiFi – HiFi
Only $219
Music
everywhere

Great weather for
a party?
Unseasonably warm weather at the
end of December brought out at least
two groups of people to Sunnyside Park
below the Summit lookout in violation of
the midnight curfew. Public Security officials said seven tickets for $76 each were
issued: four on December 22 at 1:18 am
and another three two nights later at
3:32 am. All involved had beer in their
possession. None lived in Westmount.

Poodle goes to SPCA
A white poodle was found December 24
at 2:07 pm at 3119 St. Antoine St., Public
Security officials said. It bore no identification. When the dog remained unclaimed
at the station by 4 pm it was taken to the
SPCA.

SPECIALIST IN
FOUNDATION
REPLACEMENT
& REPAIR

Rbq Lic: 5598-4017-01

All types of roofs
and brickwork

(514) 572-4375
(450) 687-0094
mountroyalroofing@gmail.com

Ron Edwards Sr. & Ron Edwards Jr.

Serving NDG for 50 years

GENTILE CONSTRUCTION & RENO
PROJECT MANAGEMENT &
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

20 years experience servicing
NDG, Mtl-West & Hampstead

514.820.6704
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Welcome to the right address

GROUPE SUTTON
CENTRE-OUEST, INC.
Real Estate Agency
www.suttonquebec.com

EXCLUSIVE

WESTMOUNT
DOWNTOWN
WESTMOUNT ADJ.
$1,395,000
Port Royal
$2,449,000 4054 Highland
$1,965,000 4155 Maisonneuve O
One of the largest units on one floor 3581 Sf, is Not to be missed!! Fully renovated with contempor- Welcome to the flats! Georgian style property in
mint condition! MLS 19486370
available at Port Royal with amazing views, 2 car ary feel, 4 Bdr large lot. MLS 14308397
garage. MLS 21538079

WESTMOUNT
6 Forden
$2,385,000
Wow!! Modern detached 3+1 bedrooms with rooftop deck, garden, (2) garage on street of distinction.
Exclusive.

WESTMOUNT
428 Metcalfe
$1,225,000
Magnificent and elegant Greystone residence on
the flat with lovely backyard, amazing terrasse,
parking +++. MLS 15871958

DOWNTOWN
VILLE-MARIE
1420 Av. des Pins O.
$749,000 The gleneagles
$695,000
Beautiful 2 Bdr condo in very exclusive downtown Designer ready! beautiful & stunning 1205 SF New
building w/private elevator access+garage MLS York Style Condo with views & garage.
26374800

OLD MONTREAL
MOUNT ROYAL
Rue St-Pierre, apt. 370
$449,000 240 Ch. Bates #311
$348,000
Located in historical and magnificent Caverhill Fabulous innovative loft style condo corner unit
building is this fully renovated 933 sf loft style with views. MLS 13684694
condo w/ garage. MLS 21417745

EXCLUSIVE

SO
LD

SO
LD

WESTMOUNT
48 De Lavigne
$2,850,000
Stunning, renovated and detached 4 bdr, 2 car
garage with views… A great alternative to a
condo!!! MLS 26295462

WESTMOUNT
WESTMOUNT
48 Holton
$2,295,000 627 Clarke Ave, Exclusive $3,395,000
Spectacular ENGLISH style TOWNHOUSE in most Contemporary with stunning views on fabulous
sought after Westmount LOCATION! 4+1 bdr, 2 car street!
garage, large deck. MLS 19422527

MONT-TREMBLANT AREA
257 Crystall Falls
$1,995,000
Exceptional domaine in bucolic Village of Arundel
bordering Rouge River and surrounded by mountains, 15 min from Tremblant. MLS 21652782

MONT-TREMBLANT
MONT-TREMBLANT AREA
129 Ch. Bréard
$1,175,000 244 Crystall Falls
$499,000
Contemporary style home on beautiful Lac Gélinas. Unique renovated farm house, 3 bedrooms with
Guaranteed tranquility, minutes from Tremblant. approximately 20 acres of land. MLS 14156558
MLS 16257472

NEW PROJECT MT TREMBLANT AREA

Unique & fabulous!!! Contemporary lofts (4 models) in wooded area with private cross
country trails, & private access to Rouge River, 7 KM from Tremblant. Starting at $209,000

MARIE SICOTTE
Real Estate Broker

514 953-9808
marie@mariesicotte.com

mariesicotte.com

